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Flag enthusiasts and scholars might be interested in knowing about the two hundred and seventy seven full-text books that are digitally available for viewing and downloading from HathiTrust (http://www.hathitrust.org/) and Internet Archive (https://archive.org/). All of these books date between 1801 through 2007; twenty six percent were published before 1900.

It all started with the Internet Archive in 1996, when that organization started building a digital library of Internet sites and other cultural artifacts in digital form. Like a paper library, the Internet Archive provides free access to researchers, historians, scholars, and the general public. It provides permanent storage and free public access to collections of digitized materials, including websites, music, moving images, and nearly four million public-domain books.

In 2004 Google Books (http://books.google.com/) was launched. Google Books included partnerships with a number of high-profile university and public libraries. The plan was to digitize not only public domain books but also titles still under copyright. Materials from a number of large research libraries were scanned. Also included in the collection were a large number of trade and more popular titles. Provided the book is in the public domain, content can be downloaded, saves as a PDF file, and printed for future reading. As part of a settlement of a lawsuit over copyright, an agreement was made that allows users to browse up to 20% of a copyrighted book’s content. Google is believed to contain over 30 million books. It also provides links to help the reader either purchase a copy or find a library who has the book.

HathiTrust (http://www.hathitrust.org/) started in 2008 a collaboration to preserve and provide access to books and journals digitally. There are over 80 institutions participating in this project. The collection contains a number of items that were not digitized by Google. These items include U.S. federal government documents and public domain materials published in the U.S. after 1923.

HathiTrust restricts access to items that are protected by copyright. Even for works that are fully protected by copyright, the reader can search within the text of the item to find out the number of times a particular word or phrase appears. Doing so may help the reader decide whether to seek out a physical copy, or find a specific section or phrase if the physical copy is in-hand. Searches can be limited to title, author, or subject.

In 2013 the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) was established. DPLA (http://dp.la) is a catalog of the nation’s archives, libraries, Museums, and other cultural heritage institutions throughout the United States. DPLA will let the user refine his search to text, images, sound, moving image, and physical object.

Open Library (https://openlibrary.org) was founded by Internet Archive. Open Library’s goal is to be a catalog for every book published. Its book information is collected from the Library of Congress, other libraries, and Amazon.com as well as from user contributions through a Wiki-like interface. If books are available in digital form, a button labelled "Read" appears next to its catalog listing. Links to where books can be purchased or borrowed are also provided. Open Library provides a title, author or subject search option.
All of these databases have some characteristics in common but each also have unique features. All of them help identify flag books that may not be readably available in a local library.

Listed below are some of the fascinating books I found:

- **Figsbee, A. (1856).** *The maritime flags and standards of all nations.* This is one of the earliest American flag books and is only available in 7 libraries in the world.
- **A display of the naval flags of all nations.** (1820). This book, published in Great Britain, has only four libraries in the world with this title.
- **Pallmann, R. (1870).** *Zur geschichte der deutschen fahne und ihrer farben.* Which deals with the history of the German flag is also only available in 7 libraries in the world.
- **Endo, M. (1872).** *Naigai kokki ansho hyo.* This book is an early Japanese publication with flags of Japan and the world. This book can only be found in One Library in Japan.
- **United States flags, colors, and standards.** (1918). This item is not available in any library in the world and is only available in Internet Archive
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Flag book: containing the flags of all the principal nations of the earth: the designs and colors are exact reproductions of the emblems of the various countries they represent. (1894). Harrisburg, PA: Harrisburg Telegram.
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Camp, W. A. (1918). *The story of old glory, 1776-1918, Washington to Wilson, fighting for democracy and the God given liberties of a wide open sea, determined to destroy autocracy, that all humanity may live and be free*. Birmingham, AL: American printing Co.
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Chapin, H. M. (1928). *Roger Williams and the King's colors; the documentary evidence*. Providence, RI: Printed for the Society by E.L. Freeman Co.
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Condo, S. S. (1915). *Our flag and the red flag: their history, meaning, use and abuse*. Marion, IN: S.S.
Conno, Scott's Printery.
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Cumberland, B. (1897). *The story of the Union Jack: how it grew and what it is, particularly in its connection with the history of Canada*. Toronto, ON: W. Briggs.
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Cumberland, B. (1909). *History of the Union Jack and flags of the empire: their origin, proportions and meanings as tracing the constitutional development of the British realm, and with references to other national ensigns* (3rd rev. ed.). Toronto, ON: W. Briggs.
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Cutler, A. M. (1929). *The continental "great union" flag* Somerville, MA.
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Eizaguirre, J. M. (1900). *La bandera Argentina: Noticia sobre el origen de los colores nacionales, y*
relación de los decretos y leyes sobre la bandera bicolor é insignias militares durante la época de la independencia, 1810-1820. Buenos Aires, AR: Jacobo Peuser.
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Ewart, J. S. (1908). *Sir John A. Macdonald and the Canadian flag*.
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Figsbee, A. (1856). *The maritime flags and standards of all nations: together with a geographical sketch, showing at one view the situation and extent of every empire, kingdom, and republic: also the principal sea-ports of every nation in the world: and Rogers's signals as they appear in calm and storm*. New York, NY: A Ranney.
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Filiatrault, E. (1905). *Nos couleurs nationales*. Saint-Jude, QC.
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George III. King of Great Britain. (1801). *By the King a proclamation, declaring His Majesty's pleasure concerning the royal stile and titles appertaining to the imperial crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and its dependencies, and also the ensigns armorial, flags, and banners thereof*. QC: Printed by Pierre-Edouard Desbarats, New Printing Office.
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George III. King of Great Britain. (1801). *A Proclamation declaring His Majesty's pleasure concerning the royal stile and titles appertaining to the imperial crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, and it dependencies, and also the ensigns armorial, flags, and banners thereof*. London, GB.
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Great Britain. Admiralty. (1916). *Drawings of the flags in use at the present time by various nations.* London, GB: H.M.S.O.
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Harrison, P. D. (1914). *The Stars and stripes and other American flags: including their origin and history: army and navy regulations concerning the national standard and ensign, flag making, salutes, improvised, unique, and combination flags, flag legislation and many associations of American flags, including the origin of the name “Old glory” with songs and their stories* (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Little, Brown & co.
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Harrison, P. D. (1918). *The stars and stripes and other American flags, including their origin and history, army and navy regulations concerning the national standard and ensign, flag making, salutes, improvised, unique, and combination flags, flag legislation, and many associations of American flags, including the origin of the name “Old Glory”, with songs and their origin* (5th ed.). Boston, MA: Little, Brown, and Co.
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Holmes, W. H. (1897). *A short history of the Union Jack comprising a chronological list of its important victories, apportioned to the three stages of our flag's development, from Sluys to Tel-el-Kebir, with notes on the principal battles.* Toronto, ON: Copp, Clark.
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